Advance Information for Summer 2022
A Level
Law
H418
We have produced this advance information notice to help support all teachers and students
with revision for the Summer 2022 exams.

Information
•
•
•
•
•

This notice covers all examined components.
There are no restrictions on who can use this notice.
The format/structure of the papers remains unchanged.
You are not permitted to take this notice into the exam.
This document has 3 pages.

Advice
•

•
•

You should consider how you revise other parts of the specification, for example to
review whether other topics may provide knowledge which helps your understanding in
relation to the areas being tested in 2022.
Students and teachers can discuss this advance information notice.
Students can ask their teachers for advice.

If you have any queries about this notice, please call our Customer Support Centre on 01223
553998 or email general.qualifications@ocr.org.uk.
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Guidance
•
•
•

Questions will be drawn from one or more of the indicated topics of specification content.
Due to the nature of scenario questions in Section B in every paper, advance information
is not being provided for these questions.
Students’ responses to individual questions may draw upon other areas of specification
content where relevant, and credit will be given for this where appropriate.

H418/01 The legal system and criminal law
Section

Topic

Section A

Criminal courts and lay people
Civil courts and other forms of dispute resolution
Legal personnel

Section B scenario questions

No advance information is provided for this section of the exam

Section B evaluation essay

General defences

H418/02 Law making and the law of tort
Section

Topic

Section A

Delegated legislation
Statutory interpretation

Section B scenario questions

No advance information is provided for this section of the exam

Section B evaluation essay

Occupiers’ liability

H418/03 The nature of law and human rights
Section

Topic

Section A

Law and morality
Law and justice

Section B scenario questions

No advance information is provided for this section of the exam

Section B evaluation essay

The European Convention on Human Rights

H418/04 The nature of law and the law of contract
Section

Topic

Section A

Law and morality
Law and justice

Section B scenario questions

No advance information is provided for this section of the exam

Section B evaluation essay

Formation
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END OF ADVANCE INFORMATION
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OCR is committed to seeking permission to reproduce all third-party content that it uses in its assessment materials. OCR has attempted to identify and contact all copyright
holders whosework is used in this paper. To avoid the issue of disclosure of answer-related information to candidates, all copyright acknowledgements are reproduced in the
OCR Copyright Acknowledgements Booklet. This is produced for each series of examinations and is freely available to download from our public website (www.ocr.org.uk)
after the live examination series.
If OCR has unwittingly failed to correctly acknowledge or clear any third-party content in this assessment material, OCR will be happy to correct its mistake at
the earliest possibleopportunity.
For queries or further information please contact The OCR Copyright Team, The Triangle Building, Shaftesbury Road, Cambridge CB2 8EA.
OCR is part of Cambridge University Press & Assessment, which is itself a department of the University of Cambridge.
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